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About This Content

In Total Modification DLC you will have unique sandbox mode for all of you, which want to have some unlimited fun and not
bothering about game money.

Also all 13 cars from this DLC will have unique modifications, which you cannot do yourself in game. Similar to modding, but
it will not break your game saves or replace standard cars.

Collection of 13 classic Car Mechanic Simulator's cars modificated in a crazy way. Lowered suspensions, big rims, crazy engine
swaps, and many more!

This DLC will also introduce you to Sandbox Mode in which you can play with all cars, and not worry about money or
upgrades! Jump into instant fun mode!

Modified cars in this DLC :

Maluch Drag V6

Bolt Reptilia Slammed V8

Sakura Moon AWD W12

Tempest Magnum AWD W12
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Rino Piccolo Monster

Salem Kieran L6

Salem Flamo Drag V8

Delray Custom AWD W12

Mayen M8 Race

Echos Cobra Drag

Sakura GT20 Drag V8

Castor Earthquake DUB

Katagiri Katsumoto JDM

All cars could be bought via Auction Room.

To access Sandbox Mode, just create new profile and tick Sandbox Mode checkbox.
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You get to fight Satan and tear peoples limbs - F*** yeah I recommend it!
. WOW - my little grey cells are burning.... this is a deceptively difficult game, contrary to what it may seem on the surface. It
gets challenging very quickly so if you feel the need to hone your wits, this is a great place to do so. No timer, no pressure - just
you versus the LOOP.... highly recommended to those who appreciate a good puzzle.. It's your pretty standard Chibi scenario.
The vast majority of games in the ROTK series have it. The only thing is, why did this have to be paid DLC (even though it was
free for people who bought it during the early discount)?

If you got it for free, additional scenarios don't hurt. If you aren't a fan of Cao Cao, this might not be the best use of your
money. But if you want a tough challenge with the Sun or Liu families, I suppose this scenario works.. Nice Idea But A Part Of
The Tutorial Didn't Work.. the unholy moley. Dont be fooled by the crazy logo! This is Really Fun to Play and it is also a
professional feeling level\/scene designer! In a couple hours I had a slick looking RPG dungeon scene. Started with animated
Lava tiles, and eventually was placing little lamp posts, a flying bat and quickly posed a warrior skeliton with 6 weapons stuck in
him. I really hope a community gets behind this.

On your left hand you can pick various themes (i.e. Fallout, Fantasy, Modern, Pixel) then pick item classes (i.e. Landscape,
Creatures, Effects) and then you Snap Pieces into a small model world. The Zooom camera brings the scenes to life, a lot of
detail comes into each object the closer you get.

They have some beta features including the use of Tilt Brush to add more effects (didnt try yet) Also I was able to turn on Test
Level and it dropped a simple robot onto my level and I was running and jumping.

So thats the long winded way of saying thats it's a fantastic miniature level designer, still rough and ugly on edges but fantastic
for artists, role players and anyone wanting to escape and play with some toys in VR!. 1. no tutorials
2. sometimes the game doesn't allow me to take a train on the line without any reason. This game is a foacking piece of s.h.i.t.,
no more. Everything is terrible with that piece of code. I am even lazy to count all bad things about it... Boring gameplay, ugly
repetitive level design, stucking in very first mission, bots from UT in insane masses aka monsters, very rare checkpoints, ill
config menu, poor sonds and music, very long time for unnecessary reload function for weapons. What i'have fogrot:)? Strongly
not recommended!!!. Not really a 'game'. More like a 5 minute walking simulator, with a couple of math problems.

It's obviously trying to be a pilot for some kind of space program game, but there's not really much to do, and I get the feeling
it's as complete as its going to be.

I wouldn't recommending paying money for this since Moonbase Alpha is free, much more entertaining and relevant to Space
Science.
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It's no boxing simulator by any stretch, but I cannot understate how immensely satisfying it is to beat the ever-
loving\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of meatheads in GORN. Normally I don't get a ton of mileage out of
sandboxy games like this but this is absolutely an exception to that.

I always walk (or hobble, more appropriately) away from this drenched in sweat and sore from throwing haymakers into these
jacked arrogant barbarian \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s. It's all worth it, every last bit.

This is how you get fat losers like me to exercise. This is the key to beating obesity. Gladiator Porn. Gore Porn. Glory Porn.
GORN.

Always flip off the fat dickwad in the throne before each fight.. Very nice and relaxing game. It has a great pacman and original
Mario Bros wrap around world. For 50 cents it's a good time killer.. This game has two storyline campaigns:
1. An improved version of Restaurant Empire 1 where you build French, Italian, and American restaurants
2. The actual sequel to the first game's storyline where you build desert and coffee houses as well such as French, American,
German restaurants

The scenarios were really easy to beat such as get X revenue\/profit and\/or Y customers in the allocated time. All you need to
do is align your tables to maximize your servers' mobility and put a bunch of decorations everywhere to boost your restaurant's
rating.

---

I've played a lot of tycoon games in my childhood and it's saddening to see this genre die. After playing this game, I can see
why. The concepts are great but the execution is terrible.

Gameplay in a nutshell:
1. Pause game
2. Place tables and decorations in your restaurant
3. Hire staff
4. Add recipes to the menu
5. Save game
6. Fast forward time
7. ???
8. Profit!

My biggest complaint with this game is that whenever you get access to a higher quality ingredient supplier, you need to go into
EACH recipe to change your supplier. Once you've done that, you have to adjust the price of that recipe in EACH restaurant. If
you don't do these steps, your food ratings and\/or your profit margins will drop. I guess the developers wanted to allow more
micromanagement but it's annoying when you just want to update all of your restaurants.

Other things to consider:
- There's no 16:9 support
- The textures\/models are dated (this game was released in 2009)
- The auto save for the campaign doesn't work for me
- You have a finite number of chefs in the campaign so don't fire them

Overall, I still think it's a decent tycoon game. If you're bored with the other popular tycoon games (e.g. SimCity, Game Dev
Tycoon), give this game a shot if it's on sale.. If you're a casual player like me and have a love \/ hate relationships with
roguelikes because they're usually too hard and don't allow you to dial down the difficulty so you can see all the content at least
in the limited time you have available to game, then I think you'll like this. The game has flexible difficulty levels, allows
continues at the expense of score, and the usual fantasy gaming devices and critters to smash. Hardcore roguelike players will
scoff at this I'm sure, but it's well worth the current asking price of $3 on sale. Enjoy!

Update since last year: I still play this off and on. This is the only roguelike I've returned to multiple times just to up the
challenge and enjoy a more difficult version. The reason is that I'm not overwhelmed with invisible rules that take years to
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discover. It doesn't take years, the rules are discoverable if you're a wee bit observant, and it's still a challenging game once the
difficulty is cranked up. Some may call that shallow, but really, I only ask my games to be fun and to not feel like a job. This
game does that.. This is the kind of WW2 shooters we need.

This reminds me of Hidden and Dangerous series. You go behind enemy lines and case havoc. I like the way where you can
drive around to help you in your mission.

Although the grammar needs fixing, especially the game itself. There are still a lot of bugs that need to be fixed, especially the
game.

But for a budget game and an open first person shooter set in WW2. I recommend people trying this.. Worth it? YAS!

It is detailed.... looks very much like the real Lukla airport itself.

This is an add-on you buy for the challenging approach and landing. (The take-off too I guess)

Doesn't kill my frames, I usually fly the standard plane that flies into it, (the Dornier 228, an add-on you can buy off Steam)
and it does great!

When it comes to buying this, the best advice I can give you I got from my "personal friend" Shia Labeouf,
"JUST DO IT!!!". Best game I have ever played! I hope the new catherine comes out for pc I will forsure buy it!. love this
played it when i was a kid every day i got home from school and i would get bankrupt, But now i don't and still love it to this
day.
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